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Summary

• A number of hierarchies of evidence have been developed to enable different

research methods to be ranked according to the validity of their findings.

However, most have focused on evaluation of the effectiveness of interventions.

When the evaluation of healthcare addresses its appropriateness or feasibility,

then existing hierarchies are inadequate.

• This paper reports the development of a hierarchy for ranking of evidence

evaluating healthcare interventions. The aims of this hierarchy are twofold.

Firstly, it is to provide a means by which the evidence from a range of

methodologically different types of research can be graded. Secondly, it is to

provide a logical framework that can be used during the development of

systematic review protocols to help determine the study designs which can

contribute valid evidence when the evaluation extends beyond effectiveness.

• The proposed hierarchy was developed based on a review of literature,

investigation of existing hierarchies and examination of the strengths and

limitations of different research methods.

• The proposed hierarchy of evidence focuses on three dimensions of the

evaluation: effectiveness, appropriateness and feasibility. Research that can

contribute valid evidence to each is suggested. To address the varying strengths

of different research designs, four levels of evidence are proposed: excellent,

good, fair and poor.

• The strength of the proposed hierarchy is that it acknowledges the valid

contribution of evidence generated by a range of different types of research.

However, hierarchies only provide a guide to the strength of the available

evidence and other issues such as the quality of research also have an important

influence.
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Introduction

The past two decades have seen a growing emphasis on

basing healthcare decisions on the best available evidence.

This evidence encompasses all facets of healthcare, and
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includes decisions related to the care of an individual, an

organization or at the policy level. Attention has also

focused on the quality of the scientific basis of healthcare

and, with this, recognition that not all evidence is equal in

terms of its validity.

To aid the interpretation and evaluation of research

findings, hierarchies of evidence have been developed

which rank research according to its validity. The major

focus of these hierarchies has been effectiveness and, as a

result, the randomized controlled trial (RCT) has been

commonly viewed as providing the highest level of

evidence. While many valid approaches to research

exist, they are often ranked at a level lower than the

RCT although each approach provides its own unique

perspective.

To address this, a hierarchy for ranking research

evaluating healthcare interventions was developed. This

hierarchy differs from existing models in that it recognizes

the contribution of evidence generated by a range of

research methodologies.

Grading the evidence

It has long been recognized that not all research designs

are equal in terms of the risk of error and bias in their

results. When seeking answers to specific questions, some

research methods provide better evidence than that

provided by other methods. That is, the validity of the

results of research varies as a consequence of the different

methods used. For example when evaluating the effec-

tiveness of an intervention, the RCT is considered to

provide the most reliable evidence (Muir Gray, 1997;

Mulrow & Oxman, 1997; Sackett et al., 1997). It is

considered the most reliable evidence because the pro-

cesses used during the conduct of an RCT minimize the

risk of confounding factors influencing the results. As a

result of this, the findings generated by RCTs are likely to

be closer to the true effect than the findings generated by

other research methods.

This confidence in the findings of research has impor-

tant implications for those developing practice guidelines

and clinical recommendations, or implementing the results

of research in their area of practice. The aim during this

development and implementation is to use the best

available evidence. The problem that arises from this

situation is how to determine the best evidence. To

address this, hierarchies of evidence have been developed

to allow research-based recommendations to be graded.

These hierarchies or levels are used to grade primary

studies according to their design, and so reflect the degree

to which different study designs are susceptible to bias

[National Health Service (NHS) Centre for Reviews and

Dissemination, 1996]. Ranking research designs according

to their internal validity not only grades the strength of

the evidence, but also indicates the confidence the end-

user can have in the findings.

Hierarchies of evidence

Hierarchies of evidence were first popularized by the

Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination

in the late 1979, and since that time many different

hierarchies have been developed and used (Canadian Task

Force on the Periodic Health Examination, 1979; Sackett,

1986; Woolf et al., 1990; Cook et al., 1992, 1995; Guyatt

et al., 1995; Wilson et al., 1995). Until recently, these

focused on effectiveness, and for this reason the RCT was

most commonly listed as providing the highest level of

evidence.

These hierarchies have used a range of different

approaches to grading research. For example, one hierar-

chy for clinical recommendations used levels A1 through

to C2 (Guyatt et al., 1995). Level A1 represented RCTs

with no heterogeneity and a confidence interval (CI) all on

one side of the threshold number needed to treat (NNT).

Level C2 at the other end of this scale was assigned to

observational studies with a CI overlapping the threshold

NNT. NNT is the number of patients who have to be

treated to prevent one event occurring (see Information

Point in Vol. 10, no. 6, p. 783). Another hierarchy used a

scale of level I through to level IV [National Health and

Medical Research Council (NHMRC), 1995]. Level I was

assigned to evidence obtained from a systematic review of

all relevant randomized controlled trials, while level IV

comprised opinions of respected authorities, descriptive

studies, or reports from expert committees. The Cochrane

Collaboration ranks the validity of studies on a scale of A

to C, with A indicating that the study met all quality

criteria (Mulrow & Oxman, 1997). One hierarchy that was

used during the development of clinical guidelines used an

alpha-numerical approach to rank both evidence and

recommendations (Meltzer et al., 1998; Sackett, 1986).

The highest ranking in this hierarchy was �Grade A

Recommendations supported by Level I evidence� (Cook

et al., 1992).

With the increasing popularity of systematic reviews,

these are starting to replace the RCT as the best source of

evidence (NHMRC, 1995). More recently, one hierarchy

listed N of 1 randomized trials as the highest level of

evidence (Guyatt et al., 2000). N of 1 randomized trials

use a single patient who is randomly allocated to the

treatment and comparison interventions. Hierarchies have
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now been developed to address a range of other areas,

including prevention, diagnosis, prognosis, harm and

economic analysis (Carruthers et al., 1993; Ball et al.,

1998; Meltzer et al., 1998).

Ultimately, these hierarchies aim to provide a simple

way to communicate a complex array of evidence

generated by a variety of research methods. From the

perspective of healthcare decision-makers, they provide a

measure of the trust that can be placed in the recom-

mendations, or alert the user when caution is required.

However, the exact format and order of rank for research

designs within these hierarchies have not been deter-

mined and existing systems have used a range of different

approaches.

Determining best evidence

A limitation of current hierarchies is that most focus solely

on effectiveness. Effectiveness is concerned with whether

an intervention works as intended. While this is obviously

vital, the scope of any evaluation should be broader. For

example, it is also important to know whether the

intervention is appropriate for its recipient. From this

perspective, the evidence on appropriateness concerns the

psychosocial aspects of the intervention and so would

address questions related to its impact on a person, its

acceptability, and whether it would be used by the

consumer. A third dimension of evidence relates to its

feasibility, and so involves issues concerning the impact

it would have on an organization or provider, and the

resources required to ensure its successful implementa-

tion. Feasibility encompasses the broader environmental

issues related to implementation, cost and practice change.

Evidence on effectiveness, appropriateness and feasi-

bility provides a sounder base for evaluating healthcare

interventions, in that it acknowledges the many factors

that can have an impact on success. This highlights the

range of dimensions that evidence should address before

healthcare interventions can be adequately appraised. It

also means that, no matter how effective an intervention

is, if it cannot be adequately implemented, or is

unacceptable to the consumer, its value is questionable.

The risk with available hierarchies is that, because of

their single focus on effectiveness, research methods that

generate valid information on the appropriateness or

feasibility of an intervention may be seen to produce

lower level evidence.

In response to these limitations of existing frameworks,

a new hierarchy of evidence was developed that acknowl-

edges the legitimate contribution of a range of research

methodologies for evaluating healthcare interventions (see

Fig. 1). This approach addresses the multidimensional

nature of evidence and accepts that valid evidence can be

generated by a range of different types of research. It does

not attempt to diminish the value of RCTs, or the

importance of determining effectiveness; rather, it accepts

that RCTs answer only some of the questions. Impor-

tantly, this framework acknowledges the contribution of

interpretive and observational research.

From a slightly different perspective, the hierarchy

was also developed to serve as a framework during the

production of systematic review protocols. In this context,

the aim of the hierarchy was to help formulate review

questions and to assist in determining what research could

provide valid evidence when questions extended beyond

the effectiveness of an intervention.

Figure 1 Hierarchy of evidence: ranking of research evidence evaluating health care interventions.
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EFFECTIVENESS

Effectiveness has been the most common concern of

systematic reviews and clinical guidelines. Effectiveness

relates to whether the intervention achieves the intended

outcomes and so is concerned with issues such as:

• Does the intervention work?

• What are the benefits and harm?

• Who will benefit from its use?

It can be argued that multicentre RCTs provide the best

evidence for the effectiveness of an intervention because

the results have been generated from a range of different

populations, settings and circumstances (see Fig. 1). The

findings from systematic reviews are generated in a similar

manner, and so also provide rigorous evidence (Mulrow,

1987; Cook et al., 1998). As a result, the robustness and

generalizability of evidence from both these approaches

are better than what is generated by other research

designs. This means that for the evaluation of effective-

ness, the best evidence would be that produced by either

of these approaches.

However, this is not the only source of good-quality

evidence. A well-conducted single-centre RCT also pro-

duces results that are at low risk of error or bias, and so

provides valid evidence on the effectiveness of an inter-

vention. However, this evidence is ranked at a lower level

because the findings are based on a single population. This

means that factors unique to the study site, such as skill

mix, available resources, staffing levels or expertise, may

have an impact on the findings of the RCT.

For observational studies, such as case control or cohort

studies, their place within the hierarchy of research

designs is less clear and they have often been viewed as

being at greater risk of systematic error than RCTs

(Chalmers et al., 1983; Colditz et al., 1989; Miller et al.,

1989). The concern with these studies is that they can

distort the treatment effects, making them appear smaller

or larger than they really are (Mulrow & Oxman, 1997).

Recently, however, comparisons of the results of observa-

tional studies and RCTs evaluating the same intervention

have questioned this claim (Benson & Hartz, 2000;

Concato et al., 2000), and suggest that the findings of

observational studies are similar to those produced by

RCTs.

There are important differences between the RCT and

observational study relating to their internal and external

validity. Internal validity in this context is a measure of

how easily differences in outcomes between comparison

groups can be attributed to the intervention (Elwood,

1998). External validity refers to the way in which the

results of a study can be generalized to the wider

population (Elwood, 1998). The RCT minimizes the risks

posed by confounding variables through processes such as

randomization and strict inclusion criteria and, as a result,

the RCT has high internal validity. However, because of

these very processes, only a narrow spectrum of patients

may qualify for inclusion in the study. This means that the

external validity is low and so the generalizability of

the findings of the RCT may be limited. Conversely,

observational studies observe what is happening in

practice and thus have a lower internal validity as a result

of potential differences between comparison groups. As a

result it is harder to attribute the differences in the

outcome to the intervention. However, this lack of control

means that observational studies are more firmly based in

the real world, in that the comparison groups more closely

reflect clinical practice. Therefore, it can be argued that

observational studies have a higher external validity than

RCTs. To put it more simply, gains in the internal

validity of the RCT are achieved at the expense of external

validity, while the high external validity of the observa-

tional study is achieved at the expense of internal validity.

In some situations, observational studies may be more

suitable than the RCT, such as when measuring infre-

quent adverse outcomes, evaluating interventions designed

to prevent rare events or those evaluating long-term

outcomes (Black, 1996). Legal or ethical issues may also

prevent the conduct of RCTs. Observational studies may

also be the only option where clinicians or patients are

unwilling to accept randomization as the mechanism for

assignment of treatment (Horwitz et al., 1990). For some

treatments, a sustained effort is required from the

recipient and so their evaluation may require a different

approach from the RCT (Brewin & Bradley, 1989).

Additionally, these studies cost less than RCTs and allow

evaluation of a broader range of participants (Feinstein,

1989). Finally, situations in which the results of RCTs

contradict consistent findings from observational studies

serve to highlight the need for caution (Guyatt et al.,

2000).

From this perspective, it can be argued that both the

RCT and observational study can contribute valid evi-

dence related to the effectiveness of an intervention and

therefore should have a role in any evaluation. The

important difference between methods is that the RCT

solely evaluates the intervention, while the observational

study measures the intervention in clinical practice. When

differences in results exist, they cannot be assumed to be

solely due to the presence or lack of randomization

(McKee et al., 1999). Factors such as differences in study

populations, characteristics of the intervention or patient

preferences may be responsible for the difference in
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findings (McKee et al., 1999). However, these approaches

can provide complementary evidence, and end-users must

be aware that both methods have their strengths and

weaknesses (McKee et al., 1999).

In addition to the studies already discussed, evidence is

also produced by other methods such as non-randomized

controlled trials, un-controlled trials, and studies with

historical controls; however, their results are at greater risk

of error (Dawson-Saunders & Trapp, 1994). With quasi-

experimental designs, such as the non-randomized con-

trolled trial, it is more difficult to show that any difference

in outcome is the result of the intervention rather than

differences between groups (Elwood, 1998). These non-

randomized studies differ from observational studies

because the allocation to comparison groups is made by

the researcher rather than healthcare workers who are

independent of the study. As a result of these factors, the

risk of error or bias is high.

Uncontrolled trials may also be used to evaluate an

intervention, but the lack of any comparison group makes

interpretation of findings difficult. The exception to this is

studies with dramatic results, for example, the administra-

tion of oxygen to a hypoxic person or adrenaline to a person

in shock. However, for most situations, the evidence

generated by uncontrolled trials should be regarded with

suspicion, and must also be ranked at a lower level than the

findings of RCTs or observational studies.

Finally, evidence about the effectiveness of an inter-

vention may be generated through descriptive studies,

expert opinion, case studies or poorly conducted studies.

This evidence is at the greatest risk of error and is

inadequate for evaluating the effectiveness of an interven-

tion. As a result these methods are ranked as the lowest

level of evidence.

APPROPRIATENESS

Appropriateness, in this context, addresses the impact of

the intervention from the perspective of its recipient. It

also relates to the impact of illness to enable this

information to be integrated into healthcare management

and to assist in the prioritization of care. Appropriateness

is concerned more with the psychosocial aspects of care

than with the physiological and, with regard to the

intervention, is reflected in questions such as:

• What is the experience of the consumer?

• What health issues are important to the consumer?

• Does the consumer view the outcomes as beneficial?

The range of research methods that can contribute valid

evidence on the appropriateness of an intervention is

broader than that addressing effectiveness (see Fig. 1).

Firstly, as with effectiveness, results generated by multi-

centre studies and systematic reviews represent the best

evidence on the appropriateness of an intervention.

However, the systematic review and multicentre study

need not be limited to RCTs, but would focus on all

methods that can reasonably be used to evaluate the

intervention from the perspective of appropriateness.

Recommendations based on these sources of evidence

would be at least risk of error.

Good evidence can also be generated by a range of other

research methods. As with effectiveness, a well-conducted

single-centre RCT or observational study can provide

valid evidence about the appropriateness of an interven-

tion through a focus on psychosocial outcome measures.

As previously stated, while experimental and observational

studies evaluate the intervention from different perspec-

tives, the evidence is complementary.

Interpretive studies can also contribute valid evidence,

in that they represent the consumer’s perspective on the

treatment, illness or other such phenomenon, and thus

help capture the subjective human experience that is often

excluded from experimental research. This interpretive

inquiry helps healthcare workers gain an understanding of

everyday situations and experiences (Van Manen, 1990;

Van der Zalm, 2000). While this information differs

considerably from that generated by experimental or

observational research, it contributes to our understanding

of the impact of healthcare and is no less valid than that

produced by other methods.

Evidence on appropriateness can also be generated by

descriptive studies such as surveys, questionnaires and case

studies. These contribute descriptive data related to

interventions, their use and consumer responses. In

addition to this, focus groups have emerged as a method

for gathering information on the feelings and opinions of

small groups of people, and so can aid in the evaluation

of healthcare programmes (Beaudin & Pelletier, 1996;

Robinson, 1999). This information offers another perspec-

tive on appropriateness and is valid evidence. However, its

strength is less than that of the evidence produced

by experimental, observational or interpretive research.

Finally, evidence can also be generated by expert opinion or

poor quality studies; however, this is at the greatest risk of

error and as a result is ranked as the lowest level of evidence.

FEASIBILITY

Feasibility addresses the broader environment in which

the intervention is situated and involves determining

whether the intervention can and should be implemented.

This focus acknowledges that the process of intentional
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change in large organizations is very complex. In this

context, feasibility is reflected in questions such as:

• What resources are required for the intervention to be

successfully implemented?

• Will it be accepted and used by healthcare workers?

• How should it be implemented?

• What are the economic implications of using the

intervention?

A broad range of research methods can reasonably be

used to evaluate feasibility, and while each has a different

focus, all offer important evidence (see Fig. 1). Once again,

results generated by multicentre studies and systematic

reviews can be considered the best evidence for evaluating

the feasibility of an intervention. These reviews and studies

need not be limited to synthesizing the findings of RCTs,

but may focus on all methods that can reasonably be used to

evaluate the intervention from the perspective of feasibility.

A well-conducted single-centre RCT can provide good

evidence on the feasibility of an intervention. From this

perspective, the RCT would be likely to focus on

organization, utilization or implementation outcome mea-

sures or on activities that support the intervention, such as

education programmes. Both observational and interpre-

tive studies can generate valid evidence and would focus

on issues related to implementation, acceptance, long-term

benefits, or the impact of the organizational culture on

implementation.

Other methods can also provide useful evidence on

feasibility. For example, action research is able to explore

the relationships between attitudes and specific aspects of

care, to identify barriers to practice change, and to sys-

tematically develop knowledge related to practice (Meyer,

2000). As a result of this, action research can contribute

legitimate evidence on which to influence and shape

clinical practice. As with appropriateness, focus groups

can also gather valid information from small groups of

people (Basche, 1987; Beaudin & Pelletier, 1996), and so

assist in evaluating healthcare programmes (Robinson,

1999). From the perspective of feasibility, this information

would relate to such things as implementation, identifying

barriers or determining what support is required. De-

scriptive studies can also provide information related to

the feasibility of an intervention. However, the evidence

generated by these methods would be ranked at a lower

level than that produced from experimental, observational

and interpretive research.

Finally, as with both effectiveness and appropriateness,

evidence can be based on expert opinion, case studies or

poor-quality research. However, this evidence is at the

greatest risk of error and so is ranked at the lowest level of

hierarchy.

Levels of evidence

The primary purpose of developing this hierarchy was to

provide an indication of the validity and trustworthiness of

different types of research. This process assists in the

selection of the best evidence to guide clinical practice.

However, each level proposed in this hierarchy differs

from others, as described below.

• Excellent: This level of evidence provides the strongest

scientific base for clinical practice. As this evidence is at

the least risk of error, it is optimal for the development

of practice guidelines and clinical recommendations.

• Good: This level of evidence also provides a sound basis

for clinical practice and is at low risk of error. However,

as it may have been generated by single studies, it also

highlights areas where replication of research is needed.

• Fair: As this level of evidence will be at varying degrees

of risk of error, it does not provide a strong evidence-

base for clinical practice. However, these studies repre-

sent initial exploration of interventions and so assist in

prioritizing the research agenda. The rationale for this is

that while the evidence is at greater risk of error than

the previous levels, it allows identification of potentially

beneficial interventions that require additional investi-

gation and evaluation.

• Poor: This level of evidence provides a poor basis for

clinical practice and is at serious risk of error or bias.

Additionally, while this evidence can help in determin-

ing research priorities, because there is a greater risk

that it may be wrong, and therefore misleading, it is

ranked below other forms of evidence.

Value of this approach

The benefit of this approach for grading evidence

evaluating interventions is that it moves beyond having a

single focus on RCTs. This broader focus is important

because an RCT is unlikely to be able to answer all the

questions needed for a complete evaluation. From this

perspective, it acknowledges that, when evaluating an

intervention, a variety of research methods can contribute

valid evidence. This hierarchy also recognizes the greater

strength of evidence when it has been generated from

multiple populations, settings and circumstances. For this

reason, evidence generated by properly conducted sys-

tematic reviews or multicentre studies should be consid-

ered the strongest evidence.

This approach to ranking evidence also legitimizes the

perspective of the consumer of the intervention and so

recognizes the pivotal role this should have in healthcare

decisions. It also acknowledges the importance of the
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psychosocial impact of interventions and that consumers’

priorities on important health needs may differ from those

of the providers of care. While the views of the consumer

have long been part of the rhetoric, to date they have fitted

poorly within the evidence-based framework. Through the

use of this hierarchy, evidence addressing this aspect of

the evaluation of an intervention can be ranked at a more

appropriate level.

While an intervention may be effective, it must also be

feasible to implement. This relates to such things as cost,

healthcare workers’ acceptance and the resources which

will be required to support the intervention. This

hierarchy recognizes that evidence addressing the feasi-

bility of an intervention is as important as that addressing

effectiveness. A broader approach to the ranking of

evidence will provide a more robust scientific base for

healthcare, in that it moves beyond the single focus of

effectiveness that has dominated the evidence-based

healthcare movement since its inception.

The gold standard

In the context of this hierarchy it can be argued that there

are two interpretations of the label �gold standard�. The

common use of this term refers to the optimal research

design to answer a question. Over the past decade, this

label has most commonly been applied to RCTs evaluating

the effectiveness of interventions. However, for research

questions addressing issues other than effectiveness,

different methods will be needed. The optimal research

method will be determined by the type of question, and it

is the method that produces the most valid evidence that

should become the standard to which others are compared.

Secondly, the use of this hierarchical structure for

grading evidence provides another interpretation of what

is meant by the gold standard. The concept of gold

standard could move beyond research design and refer to

evidence addressing all three dimensions of the evaluation

of an intervention. That is, evidence demonstrates that the

intervention works, can be implemented and fulfils the

needs of its consumers. Only when all these dimensions

have been subjected to investigation can an intervention be

fully appraised and the evidence considered to be of a gold

standard.

Cautionary note

It must be acknowledged that the use of any hierarchy is,

at best, a guide rather than a set of inflexible rules. A

hierarchy provides the end-user of research with a

framework to judge the strength of available evidence.

Other issues, such as what outcome measures were used

and the populations studied, also exert a major influence

on the usability of the evidence. While I have used this

hierarchy to provide a logical framework for a review, it has

not been subject to any formal evaluation and so caution is

needed. Finally, and most importantly, hierarchies cannot

be used to rank evidence without some consideration of

the quality of research. Regardless of the research method,

if the processes used during the study were poor, then the

findings must be regarded with suspicion.

Conclusion

The proposed hierarchy of evidence provides a tool by

which research addressing the many dimensions of an

intervention can be ranked at an appropriate level. This

approach takes the emphasis away from the RCT, to one

that accepts that different research designs may be

required for different clinical questions. The focus on

effectiveness, appropriateness and feasibility provides a

broader base for evaluating healthcare, and one that better

fits the perspective of clinical practice.

This hierarchical approach recognizes the greater

strength of evidence generated by systematic reviews

and multicentre studies because the findings have been

derived from multiple populations, settings and circum-

stances. In all three dimensions of the evaluation of an

intervention, these sources provide the most valid and

reliable evidence. Importantly, this hierarchy acknowl-

edges that a range of research methods can contribute

valid evidence.

The hierarchy provides a guide that helps the determine

best evidence; however, factors such as research quality

will also exert an influence on the value of the available

evidence. Finally, for an intervention to be fully evaluated,

evidence on its effectiveness, appropriateness and feasi-

bility will be required.
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